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Outline of the presentation


Introduction:




The data




Disaggregated data set of Randstad Nederland

The model




flexible labour and staffing employment

Dynamic factor model to handle large data set

Results


In-sample classification of regions and sectors as
leading and lagging



Forecasting properties of different models

Flexible Labour: terminology


Self-employment: no official employer-employee relationship
 fast growth in the nineties
 Concentrated in services sectors



Part-time work: permanent contract, <30 hrs/week
 Netherlands 1/3 compared to EU15 1/6



Temporary work: limited duration contract (both mediated and self-recruited)
 Screening device for a tenured position
 Sectors with fluctuating production: seasonal and rush hour effects.
agriculture, retail trade, hotels and restaurants.

Staffing employment (uitzendwerk)


Triangular relationship between
 Staffing employee (agency worker): stepping stone to permanent job
 User firm: offers employment and supervises the staffing employee,
flexibility without incurring the usual hiring and firing costs.
 Staffing services organization: private labour market agency that mediates
between employee and employer.



Staffing agencies create spot market for labour: Staffing employment is
segment of labour market that is most sensitive to business cycle motions
 Netherlands: 0% in 1960 to 5% in 2004 (% of labour force)
 Market leader Randstad covers a stable market share of 40%
 Data instantaneously available,



Staffing employment as indicator of GDP growth, cf De Groot & Franses (2005),
EICIE.
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Randstad data set


observations on the amount of contracted staffing hours
registered in 3 dimensions:
 Time

period: 4-weeks period covering 1998.1-2005.1

 Region:
 Sector:


4-digit postal code

4-digit sbi code (compare NACE/ISIC)

Create balanced data set by aggregation:
 15

regions, 58 sectors (2-digit sbi) of which some disappear
(f.i. fishing, forestry, mining, personal services, extra-territorial
bodies). Finally, N=307 time series remain.

 Number

of obs: 97.4%, number of staffing hours: 98%

Factor model (1)


cope with many variables without running into scarce degrees
of freedom often faced in regression based analysis (or N>T)



summarize large data sets in few underlying forces (diffusion
indices): common signals and (regional, sectoral or variable)
specific shocks.



Applied to business cycle analysis and macroeconomic
forecasting (f.i. forecasts published by CEPR / BdI, European
Commission, Chicago FED)

Factor model (2)


Factor model decomposition:
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Static factor model: bij(L)=bij



2-sided filtering allows decomposition into cyclical and non-cyclical
c

nc
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Classifying  it as leading/coincident/lagging

Year-on-year growth rate of total employment and cyclical component of staffing turnover
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A note on aggregation


Stationarity induced transformation of data into growth rates
xt=dlog(Xt), corrected for outliers and seasonal effects and
standardized



Let Xt=X1t+X2t, then xt=x1t * (X1,t-1/Xt-1) + x2t (X2,t-1/Xt-1)= a1t*x1t+a2t* x2t , so
time varying (pro-cyclical) weights.



More generally:

x
X
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Projection of linear combination on common factors equals the linear
combination of projected variables if weights are constant

Empirical classification


Classifying variables according to criterium

lij *  arg max   yt , yij ,t l 

for
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The correlation coefficients of the year-on-year growth rates x4 reflect
the cross-correlations between the cyclical common components
 c and the idiosyncratic components.



The aggregated results  ,l reflect the average characteristics, while
the aggregate results   , l  reflect the characteristics of the most
dominant underlying variable

 

Preliminary results: sectors

Preliminary results: sectors


More variation in explained variance, correlation and lead (-26<l<19)



Leading Sectors:
 Supporting

and auxiliary transport activities (l=+16)

 Sale,

maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles
(l=+9)

 Retail


trade (except of motor vehicles and motor cycles) (l=+5)

Lagging sectors:
 Public

administration and defense (l=-20)

 Insurance

and pension funding (l=-12)

Forecasting


Exploit leading variables to forecast country aggregate:



Model specifications m={SF,DF,DFC,AR(2),µ}
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Forecasting the aggregate



Recursive forecasting exercise starting in 2002.9, which produces 32
forecasts for each forecast horizon h=1,…,13



Forecasting performance measured by mean squared error (MSE)
and the variance (=MSE-ME2) as a ratio of the benchmark AR(2)model
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vs aggregating the forecasts
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Preliminary forecasting results

Preliminary forecasting results (2)


AR(2) model slightly better than µ



SF-model worse than AR(2)-model



DF-model best model: common dynamics matter



DFC-model slightly worse than AR(2): seasonalities matter



In general the aggregated results are slightly better than the
aggregate results

